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A method of quantization for half-integer spin fields is considered which is different from 
the usual one involving anticommutators and is consistent with the principle of relativistic 
causality, positive definiteness of the energy (for non-interacting fields), the Lagrangian 
formalism in Schwinger's formulation, 1 and with invariance under TCP transformations.2 

The main difference between the proposed method and the usual one is that the maximal 
occupation number is two. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IT is a well-known fact that nonrelativistic quan
tum mechanics does not explain the connection be
tween spin and statistics. Moreover, the equations 
of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics admit of solu
tions which are neither completely symmetric nor 
completely antisymmetric, and which transform 
according to different irreducible representations 
of the permutation group if the particles are inter
changed. In the relativistic quantum theory, the 
existing methods of quantization lead to a unique 
connection between spin and statistics ;3 however, 
from the very beginning only two alternatives are 
considered in this case: either we quantize with 
commutators, or with anticommutators. In this 
connection it is of interest to investigate whether 
other possibilities, which are admissible in non
relativistic quantum mechanics, are consistent 
with the basic principles of the relativistic theory. 

In the present paper we consider, on the sim
plest example of the Dirac equation, the possibil
ity of constructing an algebra of operator wave 
functions with the following properties: it leads 
to a new statistics with the maximal occupation 
number two for each individual state,* and is at 
the same time consistent with the principle of 
relativistic causality, the positive definiteness 
of the energy (for non -interacting fields ) , and 
with the Lagrangian formalism. In setting up the 
Lagrangian formalism we make use of the varia
tional principle of Schwinger .1 We show that this 
method of quantization is a consequence of the 
variational principle of Schwinger based on a 
class of admissible variations of the operator wave 

*This method of quantization can be generalized for the 
case of arbitrary maximal occupational numbers. 

function which is different from that used in the 
usual quantization scheme. 

2. THE CONDITION OF RELATIVISTIC CAUSAL
ITY 

The requirement of relativistic causality is usu
ally formulated as the condition that commutators 
of physical operators reduce to zero for points 
which are separated by a space-like interval (out
side the light cone). With the condition that oper
ators corresponding to measurable quantities are 
bilinear combinations of the operator wave func
tions (as in the case of half-integer spin fields), 
the requirement of relativistic causality will be 
fulfilled if the commutators or anticommutators 
of the operator wave functions reduce to zero out
side the light cone. These are the only two cases 
usually considered. It is, however, possible to 
satisfy the requirement of relativistic causality 
using a different algebra for the operator wave 
functions. 

As an example, we consider the field satisfying 
the free Dirac equation, 

(r~,~.a 1 iJx~,~. + mH = o, (1) 

where YJ.L (J.L = 1, 2, 3, 4) are matrices defined 
by the relation YJ.LYv + YvYJ.L = 2oJ.LV' 

We define the operator properties of the wave 
functions lf! (x) and lj (x) = 1/J+(x) y4 with the help 
of the commutation relations 

~"' (x) rji~ (x') cpy (x") + cpy (x") cpll (x') cpa (x) = 0, 

cpa (x) ~ll (x') cpy (x") + cpy (x") fll (x') cpa (x) 

= -iS all (x- x') cpy (x")- iSy{l (x"- x') r)!a: (x), 

~"' (x) ~ll (x') rJ!-r (x") + rJ!-r (x") ~I> (x') ~"' (x) 

= - iSy{l (x"- x')~a. (x), (2) 
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where S ( x) is the known commutator function4 

Sa,3 (x) = - (l~.ta I axiL- m)a~tl (x), 

tl (x) = i (2rrf3 ~ eipx E (p) o (p2 + m2) d4p. (3) 

It follows from the properties of the function S ( x) 
that the relations (2) are consistent with Eq. (1). 
We verify that ail commutators of the form 
[ 1ji Cl' ( x) 1ji {3 ( x), 1fiy ( x' ) 1ji 0 ( x' ) ) are zero outside 
the light cone. For the proof we write the rela
tions (2) in the following compact form: 

~"- (x) ~~ (x') ~Y (x") + ~Y (x") ~~ (x') ~"- (x) 

= {~"- (x), ~~ (x')} F~y (x") + {~y (x"), ~~ (x')} F ~"- (x), (2') 

where 1ji now stands for the usual as well as the 
Dirac conjugate spinor, and the brackets with the 
index F are given by 

{~"- (x), 4~ (x')} F ==-iS a~ (x- x'), 

{~" (x), ~~ (x')}p == 0, (4) 

i.e., by the usual values for the anticommutators 
in the quantization according to Fermi-Dirac sta
tistics.* 

Using the relations (2'), we can transform this 
commutator to the form 

4" (x) ~~ (x) ~Y (x') ~& (x')- ~Y (x') ~8 (x') ~a (x) ~~ (x)· 

= -{~a (x), 4:o (x')} F ~Y (x')o/~ (x) 

+ {~~(x), ~y(x')}p~"(x)4a(x'). 
It follows from the properties of the function S ( x) 
that this expression is zero outside the light cone. 

It is easily shown that the commutators of phys
ical quantities also reduce to zero outside the light 
cone for commutation relations of the type 

~" (x) ~~ (x') ~Y (x") + ljly (x") 41l (x') G;a (x) 

= {4" (x), 4~ (x')}f4'y (x") + {4y (x"), 41> (x')}p 4" (x) 

+ p {~a (x), ~Y (x")}F41l (x'); (5) 

4·" (x) ~~ (x') 4Y (x•)- 4Y (x") 4~ (x') G;a (x) 

= {~" (x), 4fJ (x')} F4y (x")- {~y (x"), 4~ (x')}FG;a (x), (6) 

where p is an arbitrary number. 
The commutation relations (5) have non-zero 

solutions only for p = 0 and p = - 1. In the last 
case the algebra for the operator wave functions 
corresponds to the usual method of quantization 
using anticommutators. 

The commutation relations (6) differ from the 
commutation relations (2') by a change of sign. 
This difference (as in the case of commutators 
and anticommutators) leads to an energy for half
integer spin fields which is not positive definite. 

*We note that in this quantization scheme the anticommu
tator I !fa (x), ¢{3 (x')l =I= {!fa (x), rf {3 (x')IF. 

In principle, the relations (6) can be used for 
the quantization of fields with integer spin, with 
the requirement that the interaction Lagrangian 
contains an even number of field operators. 

3. MOMENTUM REPRESENTATION 

The algebra for the field operators is conven
iently realized in the momentum representation. 
We make the transition to the momentum repre
sentation by expanding the operator wave functions 
and the commutator function S ( x) into Fourier 
series: 4 

2 

to: (X)= V-'f• L}l] {apr U~ (p) erpx + bt, (}~ (p)e-iPX}, 
p r=l 

2 

~o:(X) = V-'/• l]L}{aptu~(p)e-ipx + bpr V~(p)e-iPX}, (7) 
p f=l 

1 2 

-iS a~ (x) = v Ll] {u~ (p) u{; (p) eipx 
p T=l 

+ v~ (p) v~ (p) e-ipx}, (8) 

where V is the normalization volume; the sum 
over r implies summation over the states with 
different polarization; u~ and v~ are constant 
spinors subject to the orthonormality conditions 

] ,. s il 
V V = rs • 

"' "' (t 

Substituting the expansions (7) and (8) in (2), 
we obtain the following commutation relations for 
the operators a and b: 

akatam + amatak = okz am + Omzak, 

akatat. + a-j;atak = okz a-j;, 

bkbtbm + bmbtbk = Okt bm + Omtbk, 

bkbtb"t. + btbtbk = okz b-j;, 

akatbm + bmatak = okz bm, 

bkbtam + ambtbk = Okt am; (9) 

the indices k, l, and m define the momentum 
and the polarization. 

All the remaining commutation relations of the 
same type, except those which derive from (9) by 
Hermitian conjugation, are equal to zero.* 

The operators corresponding to the basic phys
ical quantities can be simply expressed in terms 
of the operators Nk = ak:ak- akak + 1 [cf. Eqs. 

*With ak = ak + if3k and bk = Yk + i8k, where ak, f3k, 
Yk• and Bk are Hermitian matrices, relations (9) go over into 
the Duffin-Kemmer relations. The algebra of the Duffin-Kemmer 
matrices for an arbitrary number of matrices was considered 
by Fujiwara.S 
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(17') to (19') below). We show that this operator 
can be interpreted as the operator corresponding 
to the number of particles in the state k. 

To determine the eigenvalues of the operator 
Nk, we use the relation 

(atak- akat)3 = atak- akaJ. (10) 

which is readily proven with the help of the com
mutation relations (9). It follows from formula 
(10) that the eigenvalues of the operator ak.ak
akak are equal to -1, 0, or 1, i.e., the corre
sponding eigenvalues of the operator Nk are 
equal to 0, 1, or 2. 

We consider the commutation relations of the 
operator Nk with the operators az and ai: 

[at a"- akat, a1] 

= atakaz- akataz- aza"{ak + aza,at. 

From the relations (9) we have 
a"{akat + a1akat = a1, 

akatat + azatak = az + otkak. 

Substituting (12) in (11), we obtain 

[Nk,atl"= -oktaz. 

Similarly, we have for the operator az: 

[Nk, at]= oktat. 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

The relations (13) and (14) are analogous to the 
corresponding relations in the usual quantization 
scheme. In particular, they imply that the oper
ators ai and az can be interpreted as the crea
tion and annihilation operators for particles in the 
state l. 

Indeed, if lJ!n1,n2, ... is the simultaneous eigen
vector of the operators Nk (the operators Nk 
commute with one another) with the eigenvalues 
nk, then aklJ!nt> ... and ak.lJ!n1, ... are also eigen
vectors of these operators, where the eigenvalue 
nk is lowered or raised by unity, respectively. 

We define the vacuum state as the state in which 
all occupation numbers nk are equal to zero, i.e., 

(15) 

It follows from the definition (15) and the rela
tions (13) and .(14) that 

akat'Yo = '¥0. (16) 

We can generate a complete set of basis vectors 
by successively acting on the vacuum vector with 
the creation operators a k_: 

We note that, in contrast to the quantization 

scheme using anticommutators, we now have 
ak:ak:lJ!o ~ 0; furthermore, basis vectors differing 
in the order of the operators ak_ can be independ
ent. For example, in the case of two particles the 
vectors ai(azlJ10 and aiak_lJ10 are independent; for 
three particles, we have the following independent 
vectors: 

etc. This difference manifests itself in configura
tion space through the appearance of partially sym
metric wave functions. 

The commutation relations (9) together with the 
relations (16) permit the calculation of the result 
of operating with the operators ak and ak_ on an 
arbitrary basis vector; thus we can determine the 
explicit form of these operators in the represen
tation under consideration. 

4. OPERATORS CORRESPONDING TO PHYSICAL 
QUANTITIES 

The operators of energy, momentum, and charge 
for the free Dirac field are given by the following 
expressions, which are antisymmetric in the oper
ator wave functions: 

·\r- a aT-) 
E = t.) \~14 Tt~- at h4~ dV; 

P =- i~ (h4V~- V~1a)dV; 

Q = e ~ (4'!'4~- ~~J;p) dV. 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

The conventional expression for the energy, 
momentum, and charge differ from the expressions 
(17) to (19) by the factor k. This difference is con
nected with the normalizations of the commutation 
relations for the operator wave functions; it can be 
removed by changing the function S ( x - x' ) in the 
commutation relations to 2S ( x- x' ) . 

In the momentum representation the operators 
of energy, momentum, and charge have the form 

E = ~ /Po/ (ajt.apr- aprait·- bprbt + btbpr) 
pr 

= 2] I Po I (N~t> + N~-;>- 2); (17') 
pr 

P = 2} P (atapr- apratr- bprbt + btbpr) 
pr 

(18') 

=e ~ ( y(+>- N(-)) 
~ ,• pr pr , (19') 
pr 

where Np'i) and Npt are the number operators 
for particles and antiparticles. 
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The infinite term :6 2 I Po I in expression (17) 
does not contain any operators and can therefore 
be omitted, as in the usual theory. As a result, 
the energy becomes a positive definite quantity. 
The spectrum of the operators E, P, and Q ad
mits of the usual interpretation in terms of the 
number of particles occupying the individual states, 
with the only difference that now the maximal oc
cupation number for each state is equal to two. 

We now consider the commutators of operators 
for physical quantities with the operator wave func
tions. From the relations (13) and (14) we have 

[E.~(x)] = -i8~(x);ot, 

[P, ~ (x)] = iV'~ (x), 
[Q, ~ (x)] = - ~ (x). (20) 

The relations (20) give the usual connection be
tween the operators of energy, momentum, and 
charge and the infinitesimal canonical transfor
mations. Similar relations can also be obtained 
for other physical operators. 

5. THE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE OF 
SCHWINGER. TCP INVARIANCE 

The variational principle of Schwinger1 con
tains the most consistent formulation of the basic 
postulates of the quantum theory of localized fields. 
We show that our method of quantization is con
tained in the variational principle of Schwinger as 
a special solution. 

Since the detailed exposition of Schwinger's 
variational principle can be found in the litera
ture, we shall deal only with those aspects which 
change as we make the transition to our method 
of quantization. 

We take the Lagrangian in the form 

1 r- a J L = - 2 L ~. I" ax,.~ + m~ 

- ~ [-a~,.h .. +m~.~J+ .... (21) 

. . . . stands for any arbitrary interaction terms. 
We shall assume that the terms describing the 

interaction are antisymmetrized with respect to 
the operator functions If! and lji. The class of 
admissible variations is restricted by the con
ditions 

~" (x) o~~ (x) ~Y (x) + ~-r (x) o~~ (x) ~" (x) = 0; 

o<ji<X (x) (~~ (x) ~y (x)- ~y (x) o/~ (x)) 

+ (<)iy (x) o/~ (x)- ~~ (x) <jiy (x)) o<)ioc (x) = 0. 

(22) 

(23) 

where If! ( x) stands for the usual as well as the 
Dirac conjugate spinor. We shall see later on 
that we have to supplement the definition of the 

class of admissible variations to obtain the com
mutation relations. 

Condition (23) is sufficient for the derivation 
of the equations of motion. Indeed, owing to the 
antisymmetry of the Lagrangian, condition (23) 
permits us to move the variations either com
pletely to the right or to the left, depending on 
whether the variation is in an even or an odd 
position in the formula. Again we see from the 
antisymmetry of the Lagrangian that the coeffi
cients of the variations standing to the left or to 
the right in the formula are equal, and can be set 
equal to zero simultaneously. 

To obtain the commutation relations, we con
sider the operators G (If!) and G ( lji) which gen
erate an infinitesimal transformation of the func
tions If! (x) and lji (x);1 

G (o/) = i ~ dV[~ (x), "[4o<)i (x)]; (24) 

G (<)!) =- i ~ dV [o~ (x), T4o/ (x)]; (25) 

the time t is assumed to be the same in both op
erators and is not indicated explicitly. 

The commutators of G with If! and If! are 
equal to 

[o/ (x), G (o/)1 = io~ (x); 

[~ (x), G (~)] = io~ (x). 

The other commutators are equal to zero. 

(26) 

(27) 

Substituting (24) in (26) and using (22), we find 

~ dV { ~" (x') ~. (x) ( 1 4)vp o<jlp (x) 

+ o~P (x) (i4)vp f. (x) ~" (x')} = o~,. (x'). 

Hence 

~" (x') ~. (x) (iJvpo~P (x) + o~P (x) ("( 4)vp ~. (x) ~" (x') 

= 8 (x'.- x) o~,. (x). 

(28) 

(29) 

Analogous relations are obtained for the other 
commutators of G with If! and lji. 

The relations (29) further delimits the class of 
admissible variations. However, this delimitation 
is not sufficiently complete to obtain the commuta
tion relations in explicit form. 

We note that the more general relations of the 
type 

<j;,. (x) ~. (x') o<)ip (x") + o<jip (x") ~. (x') <)!,. (x) 

(30) 

<)!,. (x) o~. (x')<)ip (x") + <)ip (x") o4J. (x') <1-'v. (x) = 0, (30') 

are also valid. They are consistent with (22), (23), 
and (29). 
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Applying formula (30) to the relations 

1"4 (x) ~ (x'), G (o/)1 = i~ (x) o~ (x') (31) 

we obtain the following expression for the commu
tation relations: 

~11- (x) ~v (x') ~P (x") + 4P (x") ~v (x') 411- (x) 

= ("[4)11-v o (x- x') 4P (x") + (i4)Pvo (x"- x') 411- (x) (32) 

etc., in agreement with (2'). 
All other applications of the variational prin

ciple of Schwinger remain practically unaltered 
in changing the quantization method. 

In concluding this section, we note that our 
method of quantization preserves the TCP invari
ance.2 Indeed, the TCP invariance for the case 
of spin ~ fields is a consequence of the antisymmet
rization of the equations of motion with respect to 
the operator wave functions. But this antisymmet
rization also lies at the basis of our method of 
quantization. 
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